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APPLICATION INFORMATION

Using a Paint Spray System:

• Flush system with warm water.
- If two different paints mix together, they could coagulate and cause clogging of the tip.

Be sure to flush the spray system completely to remove all excess paint.
- If using warm soapy water to flush system, make sure to thoroughly flush out the

tubing with water to remove all soap. If using Mr. Tire Painter, the tubing should clean
out easily with warm water. Should there be paint difficult to remove within the tubing,
it’s recommended to simply replace tubing with new 1⁄4” tubing to save time.

• If using a high-pressure, airless system with Graco pumps, such as Fuller Brothers, ATEC,
or a hand-held system, it is recommended to proactively clean out mesh screens each
evening.

• To ensure consistent spray and avoid clogging, stir up paint properly on a daily basis to
evenly distribute paint solids.
- When storing NEW LOOK, make sure to rotate drums and pails occasionally, as solids

can separate from the solvents over time. This will aid in distributing the elements
within the paint to provide a more even spray of NEW LOOK.

• If needed, clean paint from the sprayer with a citrus-based cleaner to break down paint
resins.

• To reduce clogging between spray sessions, seal off the spray tips.
• If using a high-pressure airless system, adjust the air pressure as necessary to spray

paint effectively through the system.
- All spray units have different cracking pressure; depending on the age and

maintenance of the spray system, PSI requirements will vary.

APPLICATION TIPS & TRICKS

NEW LOOK Optimal Drying Environment
• Apply NEW LOOK to hot tires to encourage quick bonding of NEW LOOK veneer to tires.
• To allow for effective air movement, set up a fan near painted tires.
• Keep in mind air humidity; optimum drying conditions are 65ºF to 90ºF at 50% relative 

humidity. 

NEW LOOK Storage Recommendations
• Protect from freezing; store at ambient temperature, do not store near open flames.

Product has a 12 month shelf life.




